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I - THE CAUSES OP INCOMPLECB GE&PHITIZATIOK WEAH THE 
SUBPACB ?/HM V/HITE CAST IBOB" IS KALLEABIEIZED 
IHTBODUCTIOl 
Uo systematic stxidy of the incon5>l®te graphitizatioa near the sur­
face of white east iron, \5ihich frequently occurs during the process of 
graphitiaation, has Ibeen madee It was "because of the need of sach a 
stucly that this work was attempted. It tols thou^ t that such a study 
Tirotild develop certain principles iriiich mi^ t "be used in preventing this 
difficulty. 
!Ehis incomplete condition is represented "by a thin "band of combined 
carhon existing as pearlite and varying in coH^ osition up to eutectoid 
or even hypareutectoid. It is xisually distinctly hypoeutectoid. It is 
situated parallel to the surface and varies in depth according to condi­
tions* There is usually a hand of ferrite hetween this paarlitic portion 
and the surface "but such is not necessarily the case. Inside the pearl-
itic area are the ferrite and carhon spots of the normal nalleahle iron. 
Due to the appearance of this structtire, it has heen given different 
names chief of ndaich is "picture frame" v^ ch vill he its nama in this 
paper. 
Due to the fact that the pearlitic layer is distinctly harder than 
the ferrite portions irregularities occur in the machining operation that 
hinder greatly the hig^  speed process. Its effect is also felt in other 
vays. This incomplete graphitization is then a serious consideration in 
malleahle cast iron production and is the cause of great loss of yield in 
the product. 
!I9ie foxmation of picture frame has long "been recognlssed. Its pres­
ence was for a long time detected ijy the isatupe of the fraxstiire and vario-us 
osases of these fracttires wore asaigned. "dth the advent of the Eiicroscope 
into metallurgical control a closer accjusdntaace with picture frame v/as 
Imd. 
In spite of the long recognition of this trouble there is "but little 
discussion of any value in the literature. F.. Touceda has done much to 
direct attention to a specialized study of this problem, Imt he was more 
interested in a practical result than in a theoretical discussion of the 
difficulty. His first study considers primarily the nature of the frac­
ture. (1) He refers to it here as "skin formation." In a later paper, 
(2) he mentions picture frame. In this article he says, "Tery frequently 
certain low silicon, carhon, manganese cos^ sitions will yield wlxat are 
knovn as picture frame firaotares.'^  :i^ ieal ones were produced by him in 
hars containing: Si, 0.54^ ; F, 0.162^ ; S, O.O&S^ ; l&i, 0.108^ ; C, 2.01^ . 
((IMS iBOuld he an extremely slov graj^ tizing alloy.) He found that the 
pearlitic portion generally corresponded to a combined carhon composition 
of 0*35^  C. to 0.45^  C. Quoting further, he said, *^ If the sulphur in the 
hard iron is unduly hi£^  and particularly if not veil balanced by manga­
nese the castings ^ 11 almost invariably show a picture frame on the frac­
ture, and especially is this true if the temperature of anneal is too hi^  
and not veil balanced by sulphur the same result will follow* There are 
some compositions that unquestionably have frame produoting tendencies* 
iriiese coio&ositlons will act pi-oducQ a frajsa ifiiea airmealed in. an. atmosphere 
is not oxidizing." Surface structure of the white cast iron has lio 
effect as was sho«in hy his experiments. "It is the "belief of the writer 
that whether there will "be a pe&rlitic ring or cot depends upoa the rat© 
of surface decarhonizatioa as compared with the rate at which a dissocia­
tion of the cementite takes place. Uhea cpaditioas are such that there 
will exist a regioa "between the decarhonized surface "border and the core 
that will have a carhon coateat of ahout 0.90^ , equilihrim seems to "be 
estahlisbed in this regioa aad if car"bon passes from this regioa to the 
decarbonized "border it is replenished "by car"bon from the core." 
3y Treating a series of eight speoim^ s he found that the picture 
frame fractxire was found to "be deeper eatsh time and was deepest and widest 
in the sasiple heated eight times. In each ajoneal the total carhon de-> 
creased. Again quoting, "Kie mater can "be summed aa follows: if condi­
tions are such that a region containing 0«90^  or less caxhon is formed 
this region while permitting carhon to migrate or diffuse throu^  it will 
at the same time "be incapa'ble of having its carhon precipitated. lEader 
proper conditions the regioa can alter its position and increase in ex­
tent. For such a region to have a start it is essential that there "be a 
very substantial difference in car"bon content in the two parts of the 
sect ion* ** 
Oherhoffer aad Welter (3), {4), studied the effect of sulphur and 
manganese in the formation of picture frame. It was definitely ^ own "by 
analyses photomicrographs that an accumulation of sulphur due to fur­
nace conditions takes place in the outer portions of the castings "being 
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graphitiaed. It \»as also shown that t&en a low sulphtir alloy Is treated 
In an atmosphejre oontaizilog salphur that this element was ahsorhed to in-
>^1 crease the sulphur content, to the other hand excessively hi^  sulphur 
contents may "be reduced daring treatment, Kie presence of oxides were 
also i^ own in the surface decarhurized portions* 
Oherhoffer and Zingg (5), made a study of equilittrium conditions in 
fuinace gases and suggested eqiuations for the decarlmrization of iron* 
High silicon content was found to increase the amount of skin and scale 
8 over that formed at lower concentrations* 
Bean (6), divided fractures in n&ich picture frame was present into 
two classes: Firstp a stable pearlite near the surface resulting from 
ahnoimal compositions. QJhis pearlite is iaoapable of graphltization. 
Second, "annealing" or "cooling" rim pearlite not necessarily stable. 
(Phis is the result of a "rate of cooling at the critical point "being so 
hi^  as to arrest the graphltization in that portion of the casting uSiere 
decarlmriaatlon had already rendered graphitieation soaeTflaat difficult." 
!I!he pearlite formed throu^  this cause can be made to graj^ itize "by 
longer treatment provided abnormal compositions do not enter into its 
formation* 
EXPERimPAL 
It was shown quite conclxislvely in a portion of this research omitted 
from this thesis that oxidation is one of the factors in plctxuce frame 
formation. Considerable thou^ t was then given to the various constituents 
in the Tsiiite cast iron ^ rtiich might "be affected. The simplest conclusion 
was that some of the silicon existing in the casting as solid solution 
iijJSSI 
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' ' "bs oxidized to silicon dioxide durixig the graphitization process. 
[ 1 This woald remove part of the silicon from activity in pwmoting graphi-
f J 
tization and the process would therefore "be slower. Since the oxidation 
of this silicon would he greatest at the surface the lowest concentration 
of silicon existing in the solid solution would he there. As the interior 
"'i 
alloy is reached the amomt of silicon dioxide would decrease. 
(Fhere would thus arise a silicon gradient causing a gradually increasing 
rate of graphitization toward the central portions of the casting. iHie 
decarhurized portion was considered to he due to the direct oxidation of 
carhon hy the exterior gases. 
fo test these ideas test hars of "both white cast iron and malleable 
cast iron were put into cylindrical shape so that concentric shells could 
be machined off the bars and analyzed after these had been heat treated, 
e^se j^ ells were one half millimeter thick. They were analyzed for 
silicon and silicon dioxide by a method given by E. Britzke (7). 
In this method total silicon is determimd in the usual way and the 
silicon dioxide is found by passing dxy chlorine gas over the sauries to 
be analyzed. These sas^ les were placed in porcelain boats which were put 
in a three qtxarter ixich quartz tube thirty inches long throu^  which the 
chlorine gas was passed, ilfhe chlorine was purified by passing it throu^  
dry calcium chloride, sulxdiario acid and carbon which was placed in the 
quartz tube in such a way as to be heated to the tesqperattire of the samples. 
IThis was to remove any oxygen in the gas. We used a twenty inch tubular 
electric fomace which was made for this work. T^he samples were heated to 
about 900^  C. but most of the action had ceased before a doll red heat was 
reached* 
!I%.e reaidud eonslsting of carlion and silicon dioxide ms put into 
a platinum csraci'ble and weired. After carbon ms Immed off it ms 
weired again. This loss in weight represented an approxinate carbon 
determination. The remaining residue was treated \5ith hydrofluoric acid 
to give the weight of. silicon dioxide which was present in the shell of 
the test "bar, ITxe method proved to "be very difficult and checks were 
present in every analytical test to make sure of the conditions. Five 
"boats were generally run two or three of which were samples to be 
aaalyaed. The least variation from ideal conditions destroyed the value 
of the restilt, 
The test bars used in these tests had the following analysia: 
C, g.4:0^ j Si, 0«98^ s P, 0.19^ ; I&i, O.ES^ j S, 0.05^ , 
The experiments are sunmarized toider the tests enmerated below. 
TEST NO. 1 
A cylindrical bar of malleable cast Iron (ITo Ago) put in a three 
inch iron pipe nearly filled with fine graphite and closed at both ends 
by means of caps. Another cylindrical bar {Uo Agg) was put in the open 
hunrp furnace together with the above three inch pipe and its contents. 
The furnace was closed and holes covered with Insulation, The heat 
treatment given was: 
Heated to 1760° P in three hours and held 18 hotirs 
1750O F to 1400° P in 6-1/2 hows 
1400° P to 1200° F in 7-l/s hotxrs 
1200° F to 1000° P in 13 hours 
Cooled in fomaoe 
The bar ITo A q^ ritiowed no indication of oxidation. The analysis 
of the concentric shells is given in Table 1, Bar Ho Agg showed ex­
cessive oxidation and its shells analyzed as given In Table 2, 
!5?ABLB 1 
ANALYSIS OP SHELLS OP BAB NO A^ q 
ANALYSIS POR CASBON 
TEST 
• « 
• 
• 
SHELL NO • 
* 
« Stirface • • * • • « :Interior 
: 1 : 2 • • S 0 • 4 s 5 : 6 
1 » • : 2.33 : 2.42 • • 2.36 s 1.92 • 
2 • • 1.92 s 2.03 : « • t  
3 • 1.86 : 2.10 « # 2.24 • • 2.51 s 2.41 t  
4 s 1.90 t 2.26 > 2.35 ! 2.33 2 2.62 • 
5 « • 1.71 f • 3.03 • 4 2.12 : 2.80 : 2.70 t 
I 
AVERAGE a • 1.85 • « 2.18 • 2.29 3 2.S3 ; 2.41 • • 
ANALYSIS POE 81 as Si Og 
TEST J SHELL NO. 
i Surface : « • : Interior • 0 
1 • • 2 : 3 : 4 • • 5 * 
1 0.05 : 0.03 • • 0.04 • • 0.02 : 0.01 : 
2 0.06 • • 0.01 • * 0.01 i 0.01 • » 0,01 
3 • 0.06 : 0.05 • « 0.07 • • 0.05 i  0.01 s 
4 : 0.05 : 0.00 : • 4> t • o 
5 0.06 : 0.05 s • « i  • • 
6 0.15 : 0.07 » 9 0.01 • • 0.00 • • 0.01 • • 
AVEBAG-E 0.07 : 0.03 i O.OS • • 0.02 0.01 • • 
3 
1 
}M 
a 
W. 
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TABLE g 
AUALTSIS OF SHELLS OF Bi\R Aga 
ANALYSIS FOR CAiffiOK 
TEST NO, SHELL NO. 
Surface 
1 2 
: : Interior 
3 .* 4 i 5 
Remarks 
1 
S 
0.00 
O.OS 
1 
0.25 
t 
0.15 
: : 
0.70 ! 1.18 : 1.77 
• « 
• • 
0,60 : 1.03 : 1.55 
• e 
« « 
In 1 oxides 
present 
In 2 attempted 
to pick from 
oxides 
AVERAGE 0.01 ; 0.20 1 0,70 I loio ; 1.55 ' 1 1 i ?— 1.— _ 
AHALYSIS FOR Si as Si Og 
Surface : t 
1 : 2 s 5 4 
Interior : _ 
K Remarks 0 : 
1 
2 
« : 
2.58 ' 0.141  ^ O.OS 
t : 
0.56 ' 0.08 ' 0.01 
• • 
• • 
f * 
0.04 
0.00 
t 
0.04 ' „ 
: Same as 
0.00 ' 
• 
• 
...... ..s.. 
AVERAGE ; 0.11 ! 0,02 ! 0,02 0.02 ; 
• 
•SAW 
i 
• 
TEST HO. 2 
For the pxirpose of finding the result of a long treatment at a high 
temperature with carhon monoxide and carhon dioxide acting under condi­
tions which are not oxidizing a cylindrical har of malleable cast iron 
(Ho Agg) was put in a three inch iron pipe filled with graphite and closed 
at hoth ends as in Test Ho. 1. This was held for ahout fifty hours at 
1750® F to 1000° F and cooled in the furnace. Upon removal a sli^ t in­
dication of oxidation on the surface was present. The analysis of the 
-g-
shells is recorded in (Pahle S. 
TABLE 3 
ANALYSIS OP SHELLS OF BAR A 
ANALYSIS FOR CARBON 
33 
TEST NO. SHELL NO. 
Surface 
1 
3 
2 3 
• 
• 
s 4 
Interior 
5 
1 
2 
S 
4 
1.35 
1.65 
1.38 
1.38 
1.26 
1.23 
0.87 
1.42 
1.47 
1.57 
1.34 
1.32 
: 1.41 
t 1.71 
: 1.98 
I 1.58 
1.52 
1.81 
1.64 
1.36 
ATERA.GB : 1.44 ; 1.19 : 1.42 
: : : 
; 1.67 
t 
1.56 : 
» • 
• 
ANALYSIS FOB Si as Si Og 
TEST NO. ; 
• 
SHELL NO. 
Surface 
1 2 3 
i Interior; 
4 : 5 :  
1 
2 
3 
4 
0.19 
0.35 
0.25 
0,03 
0.08 
0.08 
0,03 
0.05 
0.04 
0,02 
0.02 
0.07 
0,02 
0.02 
0.02 
0.03 
0,01 
k > 
ATEMCfS • 0.23 *• 0.06  ^ 0.03 
• » » 
• • * 
0.03 0.02 
•TEST NO. 3 
A mallea'ble cafft iron har {No A34} was packed as in Test No. 2 and 
0 0 heated for 44 hours at 1400 F to 1475 F then cooled in 9 hours from 
1475° F to 1800° F. This V7as followed "by seven hoxirs cooling to 800° F. 
The har showed conaideraMe oxidation due chiefly to furnace conditions. 
After removing these oxides the shells analyzed as given in Table 4. 
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TABLE 4 
AHALTSIS OP SHELLS OP BA.R A54 
ANALYSIS FOR GABBON 
fBST NO, SHELL HO. 
1 
2 
S 
AVEIHAGE 
Surface 
1 
0.12 
0.06 
0.06 
0.12 
0.09 
0.16 
0.22 I 
0.10 5 
0.26 : 
: 
0.25 
0.20 
0.16 
0.22 
0.83 
0.41 
0.36 
0.72 
Interior: 
5 ; 
: 0.18 t  0.20 : 0.58 
0.97 : 
0.90 : 
0.70 : 
1.04 : 
0.90 
ANALYSIS POR Si as Si Og 
TEST NO. SHELL NO. 
: Surface : : 
: 1 : 2 : 3 
5 Interior 
4 s 5 
: 0.40 : 0.01 s 0.01 
0.02 : 0.01 ; 0.00 
; 0.01 ; 0.00 : 0.01 
J 0.03 ; 0.00 : 0.00 
0.01 
0.00 
0.01 
0.00 
0. 
0.00 
0.01 
0.01 
5 0.02 :  0.01 ;  0.01 ; 0.01 ; 0.01 
1 
2 
3 
4 
AVERAGE 
TEST NO. 4 
Mr. G. G. Scott (8) was doing experimental work at this time so a 
cylindrical 'bar {No Ag^ ) was given a heat treatment xuader a pressure of 
sixty pounds per square inch the gases being an eqiuilibrim mixture of 
carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide. The results are given in Table 5. 
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TA3LE 5 
ANALYSIS OF SHELLS OF BAH ETO A37 
i 
, SHELL ITO. 
; Surface ; : : 
; 1 : 2 : 3 : 
; Interior: 
4 : 5 : 
% C : 0,S9 t 1.77 s 1,92 : 
 ^Si as J i i •' 
Si O2 : 0.10 t 0.04 : 0.04 i 
: : ! ! 
1.56 s ! 
: : 
O.OS : : 
« • 
• m 
A siaanaxy of the results given aljove and of others of a similar 
nature ia given in Table No. 6. 
TABLE 6 
TABULATED RESULTS OF ANALYSES OF CONCENTRIC SHELLS 
SHELL NO 
t Surface : s 
i I s 2 s S 
:Interior 
4 s 5 Remarks 
! s^  Sis tfo Si! i% Si 
C t as C : as C : as 
: tSiOp: sSiOp: s^ Oo 
t% Si: %% Si 
 ^C : as C : as 
:SiOn: :Si0o 
s t ! s s : 
Bar No A30:l*85s0.07;2.18:0.0S:2.29:0.03 
: : : : : :  
Bar No A32:0g03:0.56:0.30:0.11:0.70(0.02 
: : : : : :  
Bar No A33s1.44:0«23s1.19:0.05:1.42:0.03 
: : : : : :  
Bar No A34:0.0&:0.11:0.11:0.00:0.13:0.01 
s : : : : : 
Bar No Ag7s0.59j0.10:1.7750.04:l,92;0.04 
: : : : : :  
Bar No AsisO.56:0.22:0.71:0.01:0.92:0.00 
•  • • • • •  
Bar No A52»0.26:0.14»0.50s0.01:0.78:0.00 
• • • 
« » • 
2.33:0.02:2.41:0.01 
« f • • }  
l,10!0.02!l.55:0.02 
• « • 
• • • 
1.67:0.03:1.56:0.02 
: : : 
0.39:0.00:0.56:0.00 
: : : 
1.56:0.03: : 
: : : 
0.52:0.01:1.06:0.00 
t t : 
0.51:0.02:1.02:0,00) 
Average of 
5 
Oxides pre­
sent in Ist 
shell 
Miscellaneous 
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Proffi the results of the tests just recorded it caa "be seen that the 
oxidation of silicon in the surface portions of the white cast iron as it 
graphitizes is not an important factor in causing "picture frame," 
Analysis of the concentric shells of har No for pho^ horus gave 
the following reEniltst 
Shell Ko. 1 2 3 4 5 
% Phosphorus 0.216 0,2S4 0.247 0.224 0.219 
(This was a little hi^ er than the average analysis of the har which 
was 0.19^  phosphorus. It has "been shown that salphur will acotmmlate in the 
surface portions of the piece as it is "being graphitized if sulphur is preserfc 
in the furnace gases. Any study of sulphur must include a parallel study of 
manganese due to the close relationship of these elements in iron alloys. 
%e presence of a carhon gradient is distinctly visible in any malleable 
iron piece. !I!his study then at this point become a study of the effects of 
the different constituents present in ^ ite cast iron, on the graphitizion 
rate, ^ en the carbon is at different concentrations. 
It was accordingly decided to make alloys that had but one of the 
constituents variant while the amount of carbon was held at different 
values* This should give the effect of the different constituents under 
different carbon concentrations. 5?o make these alloys proved to be a task 
that required much labor and material before a technique and method were 
developed that would give desirable constancy in the coit^ ositions, 
The alloys were made in an A^ az induction furnace, fhe coil was 
cylindrical in shape, four inches in diameter, ten inches deep. Inside 
this coil was placed a four inch asbestos i^ ell as a protection to the 
coil. Different sizes of cylindrical carbon crucibles made from Acheeon 
graphite were centrally located in the furnace and vitrefax (an impure 
magneaitan oxide) screened between ten and thirty mesh was put between this 
and the asbestos shell. This screeied material proved to be the best in­
sulation we could find. Since the chief function of the graphite crucible 
put in the furnace in this way was to hold the insulation it was sometimes 
made with a very thin wall to give a larger capacity. 
Refractory linings were made in another graphite crucible of such a 
size as to fit loosely in the furnace as prepared above. Tnese were also 
made of Acheson graphite, !rhe lining was of finely powdered vitrefax 
(60 mesh) which was chosen after trial because of its greater strength 
over linings made of pure magnesium oxide. Some loose vitrefax was put 
in the bottom of the graphite crucible and a tapered carbon rod or a piece 
of glass tubing of the proper size was centrally located in the crucible, 
"Vitrefax" was then filled around the rod or ^ ass tubing and packed by 
means of pounding on the table adding more vitrefax as that around the 
rod settled, When sufficient was in, the rod or tube was carefully re­
moved and an unbroken lining resulted, Miis was put in the furnace and 
heated to about 1800° C or until it fumed profusely. After slow cooling 
a very dense hard crucible lining slightly smaller than its container, so 
that it could be easily removed, resulted. 
The thickness of its walls could be easily regulated. These linings 
were always used in a graphite container as a protection to the furnace 
and also as a means of lifting out of the furnace. Above 1600® C these 
linings get quite fragile and hard to handle when full of molten iron, 
iShen the depth of the molten alloy exceeded three inches the refractory 
crucible was very apt to crack and allow the contents to be contaminated 
with an excess of carbon. 
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All the alloys reported in this research were made hy melting ahout 
800 grams of a mixture of white cast iron and /iRIiUCO Ingot Iron together with 
enoTjgh ferro-phosphonis, ferro-manganese, ferro-silicon, and iron sulphide 
to approach the desired composition. T^his 800 grams of melted alloy wb.3 
potired into four smaller crucihles vdiich had "been heated to ahout 900° C 
to avoid cracking. Each of these portions was again melted and carhon 
additions made. They were then poured into dry eand moxilds and allowed to 
cool. The chemical composition of the alloys together with the heat treat­
ment number e,nd the results are given in the following Tahle 8. 
TA^ LE 8 
AFAIYSIS OP SAMPLES USED IH TSSTIJfG GSAPHITI^ ATIOIT 
HATES WITH INDICATED HEAT THEATMENT AND BESULTS 
SA3CPIE 
U % Si 
» • 
• » 
 ^Ifia : ^  S : P 
JHeat Treat-
% C :ment ITo 
Graphi-
tization 
114 A 
114 B 
114 C 
114 D 
l.OS 
1.03 
1.00 
0.95 
0.249:0.03 jO.lSl 
0.244:0.041:0.188 
0,240: :0.192 
0.228:0.045:0.205 
• • 
• • 
1.70 : 
2.08 : 
2.30 : 4 
2.53 : 
: 
44 
57 
70 
122 A 
122 B' 
122 0 
122 D 
1S9 A 
139 B 
139 C-
139 D 
142 A 
142 3 
142 C 
142 D 
161 A 
161 B 
161 C 
161 D 
1.05&{ 
G,S85 
0.985 
0.946 
:0.022:0.218:1.84 i 
:0.03S:0.199:2.24 : 
:0.021:0.192:2.88 i 
:0.02r;0.184:3.35 J 
: '  !  
*  
« I 
: I 
DUPLICAli: OP 142's 
: : t 1 
0.76 :0 
0.74 :0 
0.77 :0 
0.76 :0 
.154:0.053:0.17 : 
.153:0.054:0.1G&: 
.155:0.057:0.155: 
.157:0.044:0.165: 
0.71 :0.1S :0.07S;0.21 :1.65 
0.71 :0.12 :0.070:0.20 :2.1S 
0.68 <0.13 t0.075:0.18 :2.28 
0.69 jO.13 :0.074:0.19 :2,47 
29 
75 
29 
100 
57 
89 
92 
See No, 
139 »s 
20.5 
49.2 
64.3 
68.6 
{Continued on next page) 
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SAMPLE : : } : xHeat Treat- % Oraphi-: 
H : % Si % mt fo s t i %G ment No tization 
166 A 
i 
:1.022 
t : ; 
0,218(0.042x0.201: 70 59 
« 0 
e 
• 
166 B tl.026 0.202:0«044:0.198:See : 55 9 
166 C :0.968 0.193x0.046:0.199;Fig. lA 2 70 3 
166 D :0a983 0.196:0.046:0.188: 76 : 
168 A 
• 
:0.88S 
• 8 2 
0.235:0.042:0.283: 3 2 74 32 
: 
» 
• 
168 B :0,845 0.220(0.046:0.260:See 49 23 • • 
168 C :0.790 0,209x0,046:0.255xFig. IB 44 s 
168 D iO.823 0.214:0.041:0.270x 55 18 • • 
• : : : : « 
The results are recorded T^ jr means of a term "percentage graphitiza-
tion" ndiich is defined as 
area of ferrite 
area of (forrite + pearlite) * 
fhe heat treatment was Eracih as only to allow partial action helow the 
eutectoid temperature {1420® P). This was done by holding at ahout 
0 Q 
1300 P to 1360 F and raooviag all the memhers of any one set at a 
chosen time usually found hy previous experiment, The ssmples were 
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polished, etched and the relative areas of pearlite» carbon and fcrrite 
coimted lay tasaiiB of a aet of squares placed on the microscopic inia^ e 
focussed on a gromd glass. She positions of these observations was 
taken in a definite way over the sxirfaoQ of the sample and at least ten 
images recorded for a result. It is thought that the ahore method of 
recording gives a very good picture of the state of the sample during the 
process of the action belov; the loiver critical point. 
EBiLT THMTMEBT 10. 1 
Heated to 1825° ? in z-l/z hours 
Cooled to 1725® F in 1 hour 
Cooled to 1705° F in 75 hours 
Cooled to 1400° F in 16 hours 
Held between 1400® F and 1540® F - 3-l/2 hours 
HEA5f TBEAMEFI? NO. 2 
Heated to 1760° F in 2 hours 
Held 1760° F tp 1700° 1? for 110 hours 
Cooled 1700° F to 1365° F in 9 hours 
On removal these did not show a desirable structure for comparison 
so they were again put in the furnace and held at 1500° F for 1 hotir. 
Cooled to 1420° F in 2 hcnxrs 
Cooled to 1240° F in 12 hours 
HMO? 5fREM!MBK!I! BfO. 3 
Heated to 1700° F 
Cooled to 1430° F 
Cooled to 1250° F 
HEAT THEATMBNT NO, 4 
Heated to 1700° F and held betv?een 1675° F and 1750° F for 42 hours 
Cooled from 1675° F to 1475 ? in &-l/z hours 
Held 1475° F for 2 hours 
Cooled 1480° F to 1255° F in 6 hours 
In the heat treatment of the samples it was found necessary to hold 
son® of them for a long time at the hi^  temperature (1650° F to 1800° F) 
in ordor to cOH^ lete the absorption of the free oementite, Hi^  snlphw 
together with low manganese was the worst condition met with, Hi^  man­
ganese with a low sxilphtir increased the time necessary greatly. Low 
silicon made the time loiiger* The effect of phosphorus was not ao pro­
nounced "but seemed to be of the opposite nature. In all cases it took 
longer for the absorption of the carbon in the high carbon samples. 
In two sets of alloys^  one giving different manganese contents and 
the other different sulphur contents, there was a definite minimum time 
requirement at the high temperature indicati3tig that there is a manganese 
and sulphur ratio deviations from which makes the graphltiaation slower, 
(Phis was also found to be true in the graphitization below the eutectoid 
temperature, Whether or not this ratio of mangatxese to sulphur , that 
gives the sihortest time is a constant for various compositions of either 
constituent was not investigated, 
A aeries of experiments reported in a published article (9), were 
based on the concept of a manganese sulphur ratio that gives faster 
graphitizing material. Sulphur was added to high manganese alloys to 
improve them and manganese was added to high sulphur alloys for the same 
purpose,. 
Quantitative data obtained in this laboratory tmder the direction 
of Dr, Anson Hayes further showing the effects of ch-aaical composition 
on graphitization rates are given in Tables 9, 10, and 11, 
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TABIiE 9 
EFPECT OP MAUGANESE OP DIFPEREHT COMPO-
SIIPIONS ON QRAPHITIZING TIME BELOW Ar^ ; 
ALLOY fo c % Si I %•!? I %m I fo S I TIME 
1 2.45 0.97 ; 0,10 : 0.048 : 0,063 : 740 
Z 2.40 0.93 : 0,15 j:0.067 : 0.059 : 36 
5 2.45 0.92 : 0.11 : 0.102 s 0.06 ; 26 
4 2.52 0,98 : 0.144 ! 0.163 : 0.061 ; 12 
5 2.48 0.94 ; 0.15 ; 0.19 ; 0.055 ; 12 
6 2.45 0.96 ; 0.135 : 0.266 : 0.058 : 12 : 
e : t : : : 
TABLE 10 
EPPECT OP MANGAHBSE OP DIPPEREHT C(MPO-
SITIONS OK GRAPHITIZIETG TIME BELOVY Atj 
ALLOY fo C i Si \ %•£ \ im. \ fo S 1 TDffi J 
• • • • i 
1 2.50 0.87 : 0.14 : 0.115 : 0,16 sincomplebe 
2 2.53 1.11 I 0.14 : 0.215 t 0.16 : 718 : 
3 2.48 1.11 ! 0.14 : 0.306 : 0.158 : 13 : 
4 2.54 1.11 : 0.14 t 0.392 : 0.159 8 11 : 
5 2.54 1.10 : 0.139 : 0.443 : 0.159 : 11 : 
6 2.51 1.10 ; 0.141 : 0.535 : 0.162 : 13 ; 
t : : : : : 
TABIE 11 
EPPECT OP MNGAHESE OP DIPPSSENT COMPO-
SITIOHS ON GRAPHITIZING TIME BELOW kt^  
ALLOY 
• 
• • 
fo C : • 
• 
% Si 
• 
• • 
% P 
• * 
• 
• 
% Sto • • # 
CO • « 
• Tnffl 
ft • 
: 
1 « • 2.48 • • 0.84 * • 0.134 • • 0.091 • » 0.132 • • • • 
2 • • 2.48 • • 0.85 : 0.132 • • 0.175 • « O.ISO 39 : 
3 2.47 : 0.83 • • 0.135 t 0.209 • • 0.136 % 36-V^  : 
4 : 2.46 : 0.84 ft • 0.134 • • 0.506 % 0.132 i 33 s J 
5 • • 2.45 : 0.85 i 0.131 • • 0.406 • • 0.129 ft ft S0-]/2i : 
6 • « 2.49 : 0.85 : 0.133 : 0.478 • • 0.126 ft ft 32-y2 « ft 
7 • « 2.53 : 0.83 : 0.132 * * 0.662 • • 0.133 : 35 : 
: : t » • • • t • • 
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Durixig the progress of this research problem there v/as reported a 
similar investigation hy Kikuta (12), In this work the effect of the 
various elemeoatB on rates of graphitization of idiite cast iron were 
sttidied by meana of a dilatometer. This method had the distinct advan­
tage in that the progress of the action could ha watched and a definite 
time result easily attained. Graphitization was divided into two parts -
0 
the absorption of the free cementite at the hi^  temperature (1700 P -
0 , 
1800 P) being called the first stage and the precipitation of carbon 
below Ar-j^  being called the second stage. His results give quantitative 
confirmation to results of necessity of a more qualitative natxire found 
in this research. His data however were got from a different point of 
view and only two carbon compositions (2.00^  C and B,50% C) were studied 
consistently. The second stage of graphitization was only studied with 
the alloys shown in Table 12, It can be seen that there are only two 
alloys in ^ ich the carbon is very different from 2,50^  {14 and 32) and 
the difference in these is only in the silicon. The graphitizing times 
/ ® 
(25 and 7-1/2 hom's) show distinctly the effect of carbon at 710 0, 
Probably a better comparison is with Iffo, 14 and 25 ishich show graphi­
tizing times of 25 hours and 12 hotirs respectively. The effect of 
silicon on this time reqxilrement is very plain from the data. 
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AILOXS STUDIED BY KimiA (12) V/ITH HEFEEMCE 
TO THE SECOND STA&E OF GS&PHITIZATION AT 710° C 
SAJUPIffl J t • • • • • JTime of graphiti-
Ko % c : i Si 0 i m. • • • • % P :zation at 710° C 
14 2.09 : 1.22 s 0.24 t 0.023 0 • 0.122 s 25 hours 
21 — 2.45 0.86 • • 0.19 • • 0.029 » 0,115 ; 25 hoiirs 
24 — s 2.42 1.07 • 0.17 « « 0.028 « • 0.134 : 16 hours 
25 S.50 1.21 • • 0.17 i O.OSl c 0.157 ; 12 hours 
26 2.42 1.35 • « 0.16 • • 0.023 • • 0 .132 : 9 ho^ irs 
27 2.S9 1.51 t 0.16 • • 0.029 : 0.127 : 6 hours 
28 2.41 1.64 • « 0.19 « 0.028 ! 0.129 : 5-l/2 hoxirs 
32 2.84 1.23 » * 0.17 t 0.021 • • 0.095 : 7-1/2 hours 
• 40 2.51 1.15 • 0.46 9 • 0.033 « • 0.127 ! 24 at 700 
41 - 2.61 : 1.20 • • 1.02 « • 0.038 t 0.130 : 43 at 690 
46 2.45 1.24 • • 0.26 • 0.007 • • 0.061 : 6 hours 20 min. 
47 — 2.62 1.15 * 0.22 « « 0.026 • • 0.126 ; 10 at 710° C 
48 - 2.50 1.14 • « 0.22 i 0.051 0 • 0.121 ; 15 hours 
49 2.54 1.14 • 0.22 • 0.066 • « 0.128 : 23 hours 
50 _ 2.45 1,15 • 0.22 • « 0.072 • • 0.120 : 22 + X 
56 — 2.54 1.13 * • 0.22 e • 0.027 : 0,212 : 11 hours 
58 - 2.40 1.14 : 0.22 « • 0,039 • 9 0,451 J 9 hours 
60 — 
; 
2.41 1.06 • • 
m 
0.20 • 
: 
0.059 • m 
• 
• 
0.792 : 10 + X 
• 
DISCtJSSIOH 
The outstanding fact developed in the time etudiee of graphitiza-
tion indicate that a carljon gradient resulting from the removal of carhon 
from the surfaoe portions of the castings is one of the causes of picture 
frame. In commercial practice the carbon is rouoved completely in the 
ferrite rim and carljon nuclei are aljaent in the pearlitic portion. The 
absence of these carlson neuclei is one reason for slow graphitiaation in 
this portion. 
We have also seen the effects of the various compositions of the 
constituents manganese and sulphur on the rates of graphitization of alloys 
of the same carhon content the promotion of picture frame hy the ahsorption 
of sulphur from the furnace gases is then very plain. Aggravated conditions 
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Of "thlB type however will give rise to the class of picttxre frame caused 
"by stable pearlite as outlined by Bean (6)» To remove this pearlite de-
carturiaation must take place. In some of our tests of commercial sem-
ples such conditions he-ve heen irat. 
It is highly Improhalile that any gradient of Impurities \vill form 
such that the high concentrations of them will he at the surface of white 
cast iron. The impurities, especially phosphorus and sulphtir, tend to 
accumulate in the last solidifying liquid. Proper attention to sinkheads 
and the avoidance of shrink in the castings eliminates considerahle of 
these impurities hy having this last solidification take place in the 
slzikhead. The acounralation of phosphorus and sulphur in the surface 
portions as has "been shOTOi must then result from conditions arising during 
the annealing operation. 
In the case of phosphorus a reason for its higher concentration near 
the surface can he "bs.sed on the fact that phosphorus tends to separate 
itself from the carhon containing portions of the piece. As the surface 
ia decarhurized phosphorus diffuses to these carton free areas. Phos­
phorus however has no decided effect on the rate of the action at 1300° J 
until its concentration gets consideraTaly greater than th&t ordinarily 
present in the malleable cast iron. 
The accunmlatlon of sulphur in the surface portions has "been ex­
plained ahove from the work of Oberhoffer and V/elter (3), (4), 
It may be said that certain compositions have greater picture frame 
tendencies than others. In some cases we have met picture frame pearlite 
after extended time treatment at 1300® P while in others the tendency must 
he recognized in the partially graphitized piece. Except in the extreme 
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case the pearXite will always decsompose if given time. It is not per-
missable to consider the furnace gases responsitle for all picture frame 
but v/h.en compoaitions are not idegl, or partictdarly when the msjiganese 
sulphur ratio is off, picture frame formation becomes more of a problem# 
With a niancanese cciaposition ths-t is near the lower limit necessary to 
neutralize the sulphur Tshen this too ie lov;, the caatings are particularly 
sensitive to sulphxir content in the furnace gases since the abaorption 
of sulphtir under these conditions retards the graphitization rate veiy 
much and picture frame results. Any slowly graphitizing casting has a 
marked tendency toward piet^ lre frame. 
As a result of woiic not given in this thesis other causes of picture 
frame have been found and it is hoped ttiat these can. be given consideration 
at some future date. 
SUmRY AJri) COIOLUSIOK 
It is showi in this pRper that picture frame in malleable castings is 
due to; 
FIHS'i? — A carbon gradient which results from the oxidation of the 
carbon present in the easting by the furnace gases. 
SECOHD - ?h0 absorption of sulphur from the furnace gases causing a 
high sulphur content in the sxirfape portions and a result­
ing slow action at 11500^  F in these portions, and 
THIRD — Alloys nsdiose corapoaition causos it to be a slowly acting 
one. 
FOUBSPH - Ihen the picture frame is not due to "stable" pearlite it 
may be removed by further annealing. 
PIP® •— Oxidation, is a primary catise of picttire frame "but other 
causes acting in connection with this mast he considered 
before a trtie pictxire of the process of its formation is 
had. 
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II - m PRODQTCf lOI MD EBSyMSIOH OF MKRITf ISSffiE! M MLUSABLB 
CASlINaS BY HEAT aJREAiEMEBTS BELOW fHB CHITIGAL BAKQE 
HiCHOIWCIiJIOH 
Silany jaalleable caertiage are used lujder coaditions ia wMch there is 
ao wear# and to prevent their deterioration throuslx corrosion, coatings are 
applied. Prolia.'bly the cheapest and hest method of applying a durable ooat** 
ing is ijy gftlvaaiaing with zine in the "^ hot dip" process, The process eoa-
aists ia iHBiersijjg the eastings for a dixort time ia the molten sine, th® 
tejaperatwe of ifliich is kept near 840® F. to 850® in order to keep the 
ziao in the fluid condition. 
Difficulties that have not yet heen explained arise as a result of 
this galvaaiaing process. Perfectly norml malleaTsle castings «§ien Buh-
jected to this galvanizing treatment often result in material very "brittle 
in natture and of a very inferior quality, ®iis paper is a discussion of 
work done in seeking inforaation ahout these difficulties, 
SISSiOHiOAL 
In discusaing the "brittle condition caused hy galvanizing ajallea"ble 
castings Bean {13} sayss 
"A large oxusber of specinens have heen ezazoined carefully under the 
microscope without as yet having discovered any definite change ia 
microslteucture acccrapanying the presence of such a white fifacture," 
A micrograph of a galvanized specimen which possessed normal fracture 
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liefore galTardalng ahtming that £roa all appearances the miarostructture is 
identical with that of normal annealed malleable cast iron was given hy Beaa, 
A norml fraoture of laalleaTale east iroa is a "blaok fraotvret the cast-
ins 'belag ductile and not "brittle* A white ftactura results irfien a Tjrittle 
malleable casting is 'brolcen. In the hlacfc ftractwe the rupture is throu^  
the grains of the material and in a vhite fracture it is along the grain 
surfaces* 
Ezperimental work of a more direct natxire than that of Bean ma carried 
out hy Ii, H. Mareihall {14} with the results indicated in figure 8» These 
results were obtained by iasaeralns the normal malleable castings in an ©il 
or lead bath heated to the desired toa^ peratxire, tDhey were held in the bath 
three minutes and then q.uenched« The aaalysia of his alloys wasj 
*Alloy i •% C. : 
J 6. s ; '4 Si. % ?• 
• m 
« 
« 
Mn. 
t 
i % s» 
• 
• 
1 
t s i : • a : 
: A S210 sS.OOs o.eo s 0.20 • 0.26 • e 0.073 : 
: s t ' • • % • • a • 
: B :S.35t2.1Q: 0.91 0.18 s 0.25 i 0.051 : 
t I t t : • t 
: 0 iZ,90iZ.QSt 0.64 t 0.17 t 0.S8 s 0.072 % 
His results were obtained on a notched sample of a definite size by 
means of an is^ ct machine in ^ ich the energy necessary to break 
the sample could be recorded. 
JBZraiMBHTAl 
Dae to the absence of any ii^ pact testing machine such as that used 
by Har^ ll we started testing brittleness with a vice and hsEaner. It was 
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soon noted that there were all stages of fOiite aod 'black fraotxire between the 
two lindtsa Ab the piece 'becatne inj:reasingl;y lirittle the white fraotuxe^  hs-
ginning on the coin^ resBi^  aide» would increase in width and finalljr cover 
lioth tension and cosq^ ression sides. We then considered that in the transit! 
on stage between mlleahle (hlaok fi^ aottire) and brittle (white fractiire} that 
the proportion of the t\sro kinds of fraotare is a measure of the transition 
state. From the almost perfect consistency of every result taken in this fiianner 
It must he admitted that ^ ch is at least partially troe. !i!hat such a sinQple 
test is so £raitfal seems to indicate a very pronounced condition in the piece 
that is as yet unesplainsd* 
!!)he saza£)le& used in these tests were cut from normal malleable east iron 
test \sredges. lo atteai^  in axiy test vas given to the selection of asiy portion 
of the "sredges for testing* lor was any attes^ t laado to cut the pieces in 
definite sizes. !3!he on3y requirement was that l^ e sasiiple be small enou^  to 
be breakable in the vice. Ihis limited the thickness to about one quarter 
inch and the method of catting left them <me inch long. Tbs sedges were cut 
in. a crossaise manner and the sasstles always broken between the sawed surfaces 
so that one ms a canpressitm side and the other a tension side. 
Xhe analyses of the alloys together with their identification number are 
given in table IS. Qlhese were fumi^ ed by the Iowa Malleable Ccsapaziy. 
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MMiISSS OF ALLOTS USS9 IH 
i Alloy Ho.—;; FK ;—• % hi. t 
1 • 0.157 * 0,70 
2 • 0.157 = 1.02 
3 • 0.159 : 0.95 
4 ' 0.211 : O.SO 
5 : 0.218 ; 0.7S 
s 6 : 0.184 3 
s 7 s o.as 2 
s 8 I 0.175 » 
: 10 8 0.178 J 
1.08 
asss HO. 1 
©xe pturpoee of tha first tast wae to find the ten®era.ture raDge ia 
which embrittlemeaxt would take place. Aceordixtglj- a member of each of the 
nine alloys was put in seven piles in the ten inch hos^  fusmoe. 
fhe heat treatioent follows s 
Heated t© 400® F. in 1 hovir« 
Held at 400° F. to 425® P. 1-1/2 hours. 
Set 1 removed aod quenched* 
Heated to P. in 1 hour. 
Held at 5860 F. to 605® F. 1/2 hour. 
Set 2 removed and quenched. 
Heated to 790® F. in 1/2 hour. 
Held at 790® F« to 8050 F. 1/2 hour. 
Set 5 r^ oved and qumched* 
Heated to 995® F. in 1/2 hour. 
Held at 995® F. to 1010® F. 1/2 hour. 
Set 4 removed and q]aenohed. 
Heated to 1215® F. in 1/2 hour. 
Held at 1215® F. to 1190® F. 1/2 hour. 
Set 5 removed and quenched. 
Set 6 removed and air cooled. 
Set 7 cooled in fcurnaee. 
!I!he results of these treatments are ^ own in table 14. 
G?ABLB M 
BESOISS OF TESD HO. 1 IH fHSEMS OF FHAOIIOKAl WHI03E ERACTDBE 
Alloy £ fo. 3 Set 1 t Set 2 t Set S I Set 4 : Set 5 2 Set 6 : Set 7 
1 ! 0,10 t 0.25 t 0.80 t 0.20 t 
t 
0.00 I 0.00 
• 
« 0.00 
2 ' 0.25 t 0.33 s m 0.67 
8 0.33 G.OO s 1 0.00 
8 0.20 
S : 0,26 « 
• 
0.20 s A 0.75 
t 0.20 I 0.00 0.00 8 0.00 
4 ; 0.40 • 
• 
0.40 i # 1.00 
I 0.40 • 0.00 8 0.00 8 8 0.20 6 ! 0.10 • 0.25 1.00 0 0.25 s 
% 
0.00 8 0.00 0.00 
6 : 0.10 t 
• 
0.60 s * 1.00 0.25 0.00 
• 0.00 8 0.20 
7 , 0.60 o * 0.90 
k 1.00 • 1.00 • 0.00 8 0.00 8 0.10 
6 I O.SS 
* 
i 0.20 
s 
: 
0.75 t 0.33 s 0.00 8 0.00 8 0.00 
10 ! oao 0.25 0.67 % 0.25 8 0.00 3 0.00 8 0.00 
s s s S I 3 1 
lESE NO. 2 
In tlie process of loalleable east iron manufacture the action that takes 
place helow the lover critical point is not e(»2$lete in practice until a 
tezs^ erature as lov ae 1250^  F. is sometlioes reached* i^s depends on the 
rate of cooling in this temperature region and the graphitiaing rate of the 
castings themselves. It ms therefore desirable to kxxow what the effect of 
different methods of cooling from 1200® p, to 1250® F. would have on em-
hrittlment rate. Acbordinglj the three sets {5, 6, & 7} given the heat 
treatments as ^ own in test Ho. 1 were heated to 800*^  F. Set 6 was held 
one hour. One portion was £<JQd another cooled in the fomace. Sets 
5 Sa 7 viOiSQ quenched. !i!he results are suBsnarized in taltle 1&« 
—S— 
16 
EBSUMS OF TEST KO. 2 HI OSIEMS OP PRACSIOITAL PAH2 WHIQJE SBACOfOEE 
S«t 6 heated to 
800® f, for one 
hoar ood cooled 
Set & heated te % 
800® J, for IS $ 
Set 7 heated to 
8C0O f, for 16 
hoisTd a&d cooled s hours aud cooled 
_ia s 
Alloy £ [0» i Water • • fnruace t Water Water • • 
1 
s 
0.33 
• 0.00 » 0,10 1.00 • 
2 
s 0«40 « o.ss * 0.33 1.00 i 
g 0.25 i 0,10 •• 0.33 1.00 9 
4 • 0.50 
» 
• o.so * 0.90 1.00 3 
5 
8 0.50 : 0.10 » 0.90 1.00 s 
6 • 0.25 i 0.85 ' 0,15 1.00 • 
7 
• 
0.50 s 0.20 ' 1.00 1.00 « 
8 0.S5 
a 
O.SS ' 0.90 : 1.00 i 
10 8 
: 
0.33 
V m 
J. 
0.10 « 
• 
0.50 ; 8 1.00 
8 
0 
^ -
GESf 10. S 
fhe purpose of this test was similar to that in tost Ho. 2» 'fhe 
aasq^ les* however» vere heated ahove the critical rsage aod recooled to 
again grai^ iitise them so that their coo^ lete histOTy '\30ttld he better }aaovme 
2hey were therefore heated to 1500® f, to 1550® ]?, for 2 hcrora, cooled to 
13000 !•. in 1 hour, cooled to 1260® p. ta 10 hours, and held at 1250® F. 
for 6 houra. 
Oxte set (Ho* 8) was qooenohed aM the other (Ho. 9) was cooled in the 
fomace. Tests on these s&zos>les Showed a little more brittlenese in the 
furnace cooled pieces. Portions of each set were heated to 800° f, and 
held 45 laimites oad qiuenched. OSie results of the test are shown in table 16i» 
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a'iBLB 16 
BESOLIS OF TBS9? HO, S IH QJERMS OF FBAGTIQUAl WHITE FHAOfOEE 
% • ' """' keiaaiieat>lelsed Water s Furnace : Water t Furnace i and cooled tsfm cooled s oooled « • cooled t cooled 
Saa^ le Ho« 1250® F. in from • o. frosi % fsm t f^ om 0 12500 F. s 1250® F. i 1250® F. t 12500 F. 2 Beheated • • Beheated » Beheated • Beheated X to 800® F • : to 800° F. t to 800® F, s to 800® F. 
• 
& cooled } for 45 I for 26 hrs.s for 26 hrs. 9 
• 
in 3 Diinatea & i & cooled ins & oooled in 
« 
tl oooled in • • s 
I «Vater t Furnaee Water : Water t Water Watar 
t I 0.10 : 0.26 : ; 0.25 : 0.9& 
t 2 0.00 i 0.20 1 1.00 • » 0.50 : 0.76 
t 3 O.SS s O.SS • • l.OO m • 0.67 t 1.00 
s 4 0.20 s 0o3S • 9 XoOO • * 1,00 i 1^ 00 
: 6 0.00 8 0.50 i 1.00 i O.SS I 0.90 
t 6 b.io s 0.17 i 1.00 ; 0.95 1.00 
: 7 0o25 t 0.25 t 1.00 I 1.00 1.00 
t 8 ft • 0.10 3 1.00 i 0.95 1.00 
; 10 0.10 i O.SS t 0.95 t 0.60 1.00 
s t X « p t 
ism 10. 4 
For the inirpose of mtchiiig the aaaiplas daring cooliiig, sarae sajjgjlea 
were given ths following heat treatments} 
Heated to 1550® F. and held 5 hotufs® 
Oooled to ISSO^  F. in 6->l/2 hours. 
Held at 1520® F. to 1290® for 11 hours. 
Cooled to 1000<^  F. and set 162 talcea oat aM oooled la ooataizser. 
(Hessian eruelble} 
Oooled to 800® F. in 4 hours and set 16S removed and cooled in container. 
Cooled to 600^  F. in 5 hours and set 164 removed and cooled in container. 
Cooled to 400^  F. in 6 hours and set 165 renoved and cooled in container. 
Cooled to 200^  F. vhen set 166 was removed. 
sniis results are shown in tahle 17« 
•<»8«B 
TABIS 17 
HBSOlfS OP ESSn HO. 4 IS EiSBMS OF SaAGSIOHAL MITS EEAC3?0BE 
H 2]SIALLSABLiS I  Z i i J )  AH S S L 0 'i' L r 
Allogr C O O L E D  a? 0 — 
Hfd* 1000° I. s 8000 F, , 600® F, J 400° I ?- s 2000 F. t 
1 0«00 « 0.00 { 0.20 i 0,00 : 0,00 J 
s o.ss s 0.00 s O.SS i 0.40 ; 0.3S J 
s 0.16 : 0.S3 : 0.33 t O.SS s 0,00 I 
4 0.S6 s 0.50 0.50 s 0.50 t 0,50 ; 
5 0.25 ! O.SS 0.50 J 0,67 s 0.S55 ! 
6 0.00 1 0.50 0.50 : 0.50 * « 0,40 ; 
7 0.25 8 0.67 0.60 I 0.50 0.40 t 
6 0,25 : 0.60 0.50 i 0,S3 : 0.40 : 
10 0,25 : O.SS 0.55 } 0.35 * m 0,00 I 
i i i « • * 
3SSP 10. 5 
Oomrlneea ty this time that there is some sort of an equili'brixim 
gtate characteristic of each temperature and ccsnpoeitioji, it was decided 
to approach this amiiliTjrim if pessihle froai parfoetly ijrittle mterial, 
Acoordiasly 3 sstg of ssa^ les (171, 172, 173) were heated at 800® F. for 
19 hOTirg and guenched. Sat 171 ifas l?rok«Mi as a check after this oueiachijag. 
Set 17S was heated to 250® ]?, for 15 hoturs amSL guezioiied. Set 173 ms held 
at 400® f, for 23 hofcirs and q.usndied. She results are in tahle 18. 
-g, 
Tmm 18 
B£SU1/I<S OF G?ES3! KO, 5 H OWS OF ?RAO!OIOirAL WHI(DE mUCOTUSS 
Alloy ^  rOe S m t ITS : ' "m 
i 3 400® F. s 2600 F<. 
1 1.00 t 0.3S • • 0.40 
2 • 1,00 t 0.40 t 0.40 
3 } 1.00 : 0.50 « • 0.60 
4 : 1.00 s 0.90 X 1.00 
5 t 1,00 i 0.40 s 1.00 
6 i 1.00 : 0,50 s 0.90 
7 : 1.00 1 1.00 3 1.00 
8 1.00 • « 0.67 S 1.00 
10 s 1.00 t 0.67 t 0.75 
!I!BS3? HP. S 
<2!hl8 was intezuled to "be a lozig time atruS^  of the conditions 
produced at each, ten^ eratnre usiag 50^  F. intervals and dtije to lack of 
time it not coR^ leted. illxe sauries ^ re held for 16 to 24 hours 
at eacdi tesuperature. !i!his time interval was to he increased to one 
or t«o weeks at the lower tes^ eratuxes* Even the above time gave a 
reversal in a point or two as can he seen from the curves of figore &• 
e^ results are taholated in tahle 19. 
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•EEST HO. 7 
It appeared flrom the results so far that hoth phospihorua aod 
sllioon were plajring parts ia causing enibrittlement* fwo groups of 
alloys were foiaui that had giiite different silicon contents with, 
phosphorus as a variant. She first set vas made "by Mr. Foulle and 
the second hy Mr. Barlow. !Ehese alloys analyzed as shown in table SO. 
fABXE 20 
AIAIYSIS OF ALLOTS USED H fUES® NO. 
Sao^ le lo. s s $. 3i. i $ P. •% j£3U t ~fo S. 
• F1 
i 
2.26 
% 
3 1.10 I 0.07S : s 0.184 ; J 0.053 
F2 
9 
2.30 5 1.02 ! 0.099 • 0.170 5 0.051 
F5 2.25 s 1.08 ! 0.153 1 0.170 • 0.052 
F4 
• 
s 2.24 % 1.01 .* 0.174 } 0.169 0.057 
F5 
• 
: 2.26 t 1.01 \ 0.259 t 0.164 : 0.050 
1-1 
i 
i 1.88 
• 
• 
s 1.16 ! 0.051 
i 
8 0.222 
s 
• 9 0.063 
1-2 • • 1.88 8 1.22 s 0.076 i 0.22S • 0 0.064 
1-S m m 1.99 • • 1.21 : 0.129 t 0.208 i 0.066 
1—4 m 9 2.17 1.20 i 0.14S I 0.201 s 0.065 
1-5 t 1.92 t 1.2S t 0.186 t 0.205 s 0.064 
1—6 s 1.87 I 1.22 t 0.212 i 0.223 i 0.063 
One set of samples was held at 800® F. for 1-1/4 hours and another 
for 2 deys. Another set was heated to 1300® F. and cooled to 200® F. in 
50 hours and then reheated to 850® F. and held for 1 hour and q.uenched 
in vater. iOiese results are in tahle 21. 
18-
81 
HBSOITS OF 5SS5) HO. 7 HI lEHilS OF FRACiDIOHAl. WHI'iE EHAC!1JUBB 
* Heated to 
! 800° F, and 
Safflple 8 held 1-1/4 
Ho. i hours# Quenched 
t in water 
Heated to t Heated to ISOO® F. cooled to 
800 Fo ffittd s 2000 go hows. Sweated 
held 2 days s -to 850° F. and held 1 hours 
and quenched t Qp.e3jcixe(i in water 
in water % 
I 
F1 % 0.00 2 0.10 i 0.3S 
F2 i 0.10 t 0.00 • V 0.00 
FS i 0.10 t 0.00 t 0.20 
F4 i 0.00 t 0.00 : 0.20 
F5 t 0,10 i 0.20 • m 0.80 
1-1 
t 
? 0.10 
s 
t 0.10 
S 
s 0.00 
1-2 a • 0.20 « • 0.00 i 0.25 
1-S • • 0.10 • « 0.00 • • O.SS 
1-4 • 0.20 I 0.50 t 1.00 
1-5 3 0.50 • • 0.60 I 1.00 
1-6 t 0.95 s 1.00 s 1.00 
DISCUSSION 
We have in figure 3 the results of heating nonoal mallea'ble cast iron 
alloys of different oooipositions to different tea^ eratures below the critical 
range for aT30ut one half hour. Biis graph plainly shows the greatest effects 
on those sEui^ les heated to 800^  F» 
In table £fo. 15 we hare the effect of heatiag eoasmon inallsable castings 
to 1800® F, to 1250° F. and cooling in various ways on the embrittlement 
properties produced at 600° F* and 800° F. ISie results are of the same 
nature when the ten®erature (1200° F« - 1260° F.) is approached as in the 
normal process of malleableizing as is shown in table No* 16. lihe value of 
-IS-
quenoliing ftcaa 1200® ?• is clearly sho®a» The facta given here have been 
used as a basis for the production of very hi^  quality malleable cast 
iron, resistant to embrittlement in galvanizing and effecting a Bavings ia 
cost of production by permitting the removal from the annealing furnace as 
soon as convenient after the action below the lower critical point is 
completed. 
In explanatiffla of the effects of different cooling rates it is thou^ t 
that while the castings are cooling slowly from 1200® F, to low temperatures 
that they change their state at least partially toward that which is 
characteristic for eac^  temperature throu^  vhich they cool* Ihis gives 
the castixigs partial enibrittlement and much lees action is necessary in the 
embrittlement range to produce the white fracture than ia necessary ^ en they 
were cooled rapid3jr either by quenching in water or in an air blast. 
In reading the curves of figure 4 it must not be thou^ t that they 
indicate a greater emhrittlanent at 400® f. than at 800® (e, g, alloy 
lo. 5) but that it has approached this value ^ ile passing throu^  the 
embrittlanent range. Recovery frm embrittl^ neat at 400® F. or lower is 
quite slow but it does take place. 5Mb is shown la table 18. In case of 
alloy Wo. 7 the embrittlement range extends below 400® P. and there is no 
recovery at 400® p. Ehere is« however, at 250® P. Ihese statements are in 
agreement with the long time heat treatments recorded in table 19 end figure &. 
In reviewing the graphs one con plainly see the distinct difference of 
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alloy No. ?• ®iis alloy has a oon^ osition that is hi^  in both siliccai 
ajid phos^ diorus. Alloy Ho. 6 with hi^  eilioon and rather hi^  phos^ orus 
is nearest to alloy Ko. 7 on figare 3, "but the results of alloys No. 4, 5, 
& 6 allow of n© differentiation. It appears that either silicon or 
pihoi^ orus laay be the cause of embrittlement. In either case the presence 
of the other causes a spread in the embrittlement rasge. 
In table SO, figare 6 are shown the effects of ^ osj^ orus variations 
in two series of alloys each with a different but fairly constant silicon 
content, Ihosa alloys showed the effects of the initial cooling rate t© 
a marked degree. If the difference in results in the two sets of alloys 
is dxie to composition it is a^ in plain that silicon is a very ia®ortaat 
factor in embrittlement. 
a!he curves in figure 5 are ^ rransed in groups of constant phoi^ oirus 
content. Silicon is different in each meiaber of a group and its increasing 
concentration in each group increases the embrittlonent range. iBxe action 
of phosphorus and silicon are then matual. 
smimx m> comusiosr 
It nay be said then that 
First: 
•The eaibrlttlement is produced to the greatest extent at tein^ eratures near 
800® F, 
Second} 
All ordinary malleable compositions become brittle at this temperature if 
held for a stifficient tlmsa 
-16-
fhirds 
Chat silicon and ph.osph,orus matually affect the esibrlttl^ ent 
properties. 
Jourtli: 
!I?hat a rapid cool from a tenqjeratiiro just below the critical range 
greatly reduces the tendency toward embrittlement and this f&ot can 
be ttsed in prevention of embrittlement in the '^ hot dip" sslvaalzing 
process. 
-16-
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166d 
Fi^re lA. This shov;3 tlB stractuxes of the alloys of series 166 
together with the different carhon comentrations. 
168 a 168^  
168c 160(i 
Figure IB. This shows the strac;fcures of the alloys of series 168 
together with the different carhon corcentrations. 
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